Glydea ULTRA
TM

HIGH-END MOTORIZATION FOR CURTAINS

Ultra
performance
in motion

CONNECTED

French Quality

Glydea ULTRA
TM
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ultra

Our best in class
just got better

Reliable, adaptable, robust and discreet; the premium solution
for residential and commercial projects is now available.
As market leader, with over 160 million motors sold around
the world, Somfy offers Glydea ULTRA, the result of years
TM

of research in overall performance standards. It is the first
ultra-quiet, ultra-powerful, ultra-adaptable motor for curtains.
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ultra

ultra

QUIET

POWERFUL

The Glydea ULTRA is absolutely discreet
and offers light, fluid movement with a strong
traversing capacity up to 60kg. Somfy’s commitment
to performance and strength makes this innovation
possible.
TM

Glydea ULTRA is packed with innovations that provide
an acoustic performance of less than 38dBA... one
of the quietest motorization solutions in the market.
This exceptional achievement absorbs the noise and
vibration within the motor and across the entire system.
TM

A must wherever silence, well-being and everyday
comfort are important.

Our motors and accessories guarantee
an industry-leading level of premium silence.
Enhance new interior applications with
the added value of silence and power.
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Glydea ULTRA is available for the most
popular types of curtains: classic, ripple fold,
pinch pleated, accordion fold.
TM

Pinch pleated

Ripple fold

Accordion fold
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ultra

Glydea ULTRA is suitable for every project,
all decors and in any place where silence offers
well-being.
It is compatible with multiple technologies to suit
user control preferences and is also connected
to meet the needs of smart buildings and smart
homes.
TM

A D A P TA B L E

Your customers can choose
the best control device for their needs:

Glydea ULTRA 35e

Glydea ULTRA 60e

Loading 35kg
Maximum track length 10m

Loading 60kg
Maximum track length 12m

Straight and curved track

Straight and curved track

TM

TM

SOUND LEVEL

38 dBA at silent mode

TORQUE

0.6Nm

SPEED

1.0Nm

Default: 15cm/s I Normal mode: 12.5 - 20cm/s I Silent mode: 7.5cm/s

20,0°C

POWER SUPPLY
Curtain A

Wall switch: Smoove
Remote control: Telis, Situo
App control: Connexoon Window RTS

Commercial buildings

Hotel rooms, offices,
reception areas, showrooms,
conference rooms, museums,
libraries, spas, hospitals, etc

Individual homes
and high-end residential
complexes
Reception areas, bedrooms,
home cinemas, etc.
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Curtain B

Smart home
The App Connexoon Window RTS
allows to easily control Somfy
products from anywhere.

Smart building management
with animeo compatibility.

90 - 255V , 50 - 60Hz

OPEN, CLOSE, MY FUNCTIONS

✓

TOUCH MOTION

✓

CLASSIC CURTAINS TYPE

✓

RIPPLE FOLD, PINCH PLEATED,
ACCORDION FOLD

✓

SIDE OR CENTRAL OPENING

✓

LEFT / RIGHT-SIDE INSTALLATION

✓

TOP MOUNTING

✓

QUIET ACCESSORIES
CONTROL TECHNOLOGY

Specific silence accessories to maximise acoustic performance
*
* With module
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YEARS

WARRANTY

To choose Somfy is to choose the highest levels of quality. Every product comes
INTERNATIONAL
CERTIFICATIONS

with a 5-year warranty and complies with international certifications and safety
standards. Our experienced professionals are always on hand to provide advice too.
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About Somfy

Somfy Activités SA

50 avenue du Nouveau Monde
BP 152 - 74307 Cluses Cedex
France
T +33 (0)4 50 96 70 00
F +33 (0)4 50 96 71 89

www.somfy.com
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Somfy is the leading global manufacturer of motorized solutions for homes and buildings.
Our pioneering, connected range is designed to manage roller shutters, curtains and blinds,
gates and garage doors, lighting and heating, alarm systems and more, and to enhance
well-being, security and energy efficiency. Somfy is strongly committed to providing
reliable, high-quality products, services and support at every stage of your project.

